
  

 

 

Featured launch: Compose actions in Gmail Add-ons 
now available 

- Never miss a beat 
- Stay in the flow 
- Try compose actions today 

 

 

 

Work together 
Hangouts Meet add-in for Microsoft Outlook available 
Add automatic real-time captions when you present in Google Slides 
Non-Google Calendar users will always receive update notifications via email 
 

 

 

 

Simple to use 
View emails from multiple accounts at once in the Gmail iOS app 
Easily add images and charts from other files to Google Docs and Slides 
Vertical ruler improves table management in Google Docs 
New interface for Activity Dashboard in Google Docs, Slides, and Sheets 

 

 

 

Business ready 
Delegate contact management in the new Google Contacts preview 
New Team Drives role and names, plus a migration update 
Alert center for G Suite generally available to help identify security threats 
Alerts for government-backed attacks to be sent by default starting October 10th 
Export a CSV file of room insights data from the Admin console 
Get Google sign-in prompts on all of your phones 
Grant delegate access to Gmail using the Gmail API 
Email Settings API shut down on October 16, 2019 
Manage your Jamboard fleet directly from the Admin console 
New settings and connectivity logs improve Jamboard fleet management 
Securely log in to Hangouts Chat desktop apps with SSO or security keys 
An update on the GData Admin Settings API shutdown 
Automatically provision users with two additional apps 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Learn more about G Suite  
Cloud Connect: The community for G Suite administrators 
Follow G Suite on Social 
What’s New for G Suite Admins videos 

 

To help you better track the full breadth of G Suite launches, including those that aren’t announced on the G 
Suite Updates blog, check out the What’s new in G Suite page in the Help Center. 
 

We’d really appreciate your thoughts on how we can make this resource work best for you. 
 
- The G Suite Team, November 1, 2018 

   

 

https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/
https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/
https://support.google.com/a/go/whatsnew
https://docs.google.com/a/google.com/forms/d/19AJmnJuG_JWdOTSf0B_kL1DFemE8bbkJbZ42Iz6uDx0/viewform


 

 

 

Featured launch: Compose Actions in Gmail 
Add-ons now available 

 

  Announced October 18th, 2018     Share with your organization                                             - back to top - 

Never miss a beat—new integrations make it easy to insert content, trigger 

actions within Gmail 

Originally posted on the G Suite blog 
 
What’s new: Raise your hand if you’ve ever had to attach a doc, insert an image or paste data from another 
app in an email? Now keep that hand up if that process took more time than you would have liked. You are not 
alone. Research shows that workers spend up to 8 hours per week searching for, or consolidating, 
information. Whether it’s digging through various file folders to find and attach a document, or hopping from 
your project management or CRM app to copy-paste links in email, all of that back-and-forth adds up. 
 
This changes today with Compose Actions in Gmail Add-ons. Compose Actions make it easy for you to add 
attachments, reference records, or liven up your messages with content from your favorite third-party apps 
right as you draft your message in Gmail. 
 
Stay in the flow 
 
We first previewed compose actions at Google Cloud Next ‘18 and are proud to make it generally available 
today to all Gmail users with four fantastic integrations you can try right away (with more on the way). 
 
Box: The Box Add-on for Gmail enables Box users to save valuable time by letting them quickly attach Box 
files to emails and save email attachments to Box, all within Gmail. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Dropbox: The Dropbox Add-on for Gmail lets users share Dropbox links as well as save files into their Dropbox 
account right from Gmail.  
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https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/g-suite/never-miss-a-beat-new-integrations-make-it-easy-to-insert-content-trigger-actions-within-gmail
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/high-tech/our-insights/the-social-economy
https://youtu.be/polpaQuqp8Q?t=452
https://gsuite.google.com/marketplace/app/box_for_gmail/828801433755
https://gsuite.google.com/marketplace/app/dropbox_for_gmail/33761876029


 

 

Atlassian’s Jira: The Atlassian Cloud Add-on for Gmail brings helpful context from Jira and Bitbucket into your 
inbox. Users can easily add previews of Jira issues to their emails by browsing recent issues to quickly add 
them to any message. 
 

 

 
 
Egnyte: The Egnyte Add-on for Gmail lets users save email attachments to Egnyte as well as link Egnyte files 
and folders all from within the Gmail compose window.   
 
Convenient and secure 
 
Compose Actions is a new feature of Gmail Add-ons, which means the moment you authorize action with the 
feature, they will work in Gmail across mobile and web. G Suite admins can also easily whitelist the add-ons 
they want to enable for their organization. 
 
Try Compose Actions today 
 
G Suite and Gmail users can check out the G Suite Marketplace to find and install add-ons, with more 
compose actions coming soon. Developers can also consult our documentation to build their own. Like all 
other Gmail Add-ons, G Suite admins can install them for their entire domain or add them to their whitelist. 
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https://gsuite.google.com/marketplace/app/atlassian_cloud/689852235462
https://gsuite.google.com/marketplace/app/egnyte_for_gmail/588365742298
https://www.blog.google/products/g-suite/do-more-your-inbox-gmail-add-ons/
https://support.google.com/a/answer/6089179
https://gsuite.google.com/marketplace/category/works-with-gmail?_ga=2.171392288.-1412212335.1539813984
https://developers.google.com/gmail/add-ons/how-tos/extending-compose-ui
https://support.google.com/a/answer/172482
https://support.google.com/a/answer/6089179


 

 

 

Work together 

Hangouts Meet add-in for Microsoft Outlook available 

  Announced on October 17th, 2018                         Share with your organization                                          - back to top - 

 
What’s new: We’ve built a Hangouts Meet add-in for Microsoft Outlook to help Outlook users schedule Meet 
meetings. This add-in allows you to create a new Meet video meeting in your Outlook event or email. Simply 
install the add-in, and tap on the Meet icon to automatically insert video conferencing details and info on how 
to join the Calendar event or email. 
 

 
 
This add-in is the Meet equivalent to the previous Hangouts Outlook plugin. 
 
Check out our Help Center to learn more about adding Meet video meetings to Outlook events, including 
instructions for downloading the add-in. 

 
 

Add automatic real-time captions when you present in Google Slides 

  Announced on October 8th, 2018                         Share with your organization                                               - back to top - 

 
What’s new: You can now show automated closed captions in real-time when presenting in Google Slides. 
This feature uses your computer’s microphone to detect your spoken presentation, and then transcribes what 
you say as captions on the slides you’re presenting. We hope that this will make your presentations more 
effective in more environments to a wider audience. 
 
Captions created automatically from your audio  
 
If you turn captions on, Google Slides will use the audio from your microphone to automatically create 
captions of what you say. These captions will display in real time at the bottom of your screen to all audience 
members watching the presentation. This will work for local presentations and for presentations over video 
conferencing software, where captions will show on the shared screen. 
 
The feature works in U.S. English on Chrome browsers. Captions are created from the presenter’s computer 
and its microphone, so captions may not work consistently if there are multiple presenters using different 
computers. You may want to let the audience know that captions are from Google Slides, not the video 
conferencing software, and that only the speaker's voice is captioned. 
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https://support.google.com/meet/answer/9050245
https://support.google.com/docs/answer/9109474


 

Helps improve accessibility and in environments where it’s hard to hear  
 
This feature can help make your presentation more effective for: 
 

● Audience members who are deaf or hard of hearing  
● Non-native speakers and/or audience members who prefer written content  
● In venues with poor audio or in noisy ambient environments  

 

 
 

Click here to watch the above video on YouTube 
 
To find out how to turn on and use automated captions in Slides, visit our Help Center. 

 
 

Non-Google Calendar users will now always receive update notifications via 
email 

  Announced on October 2nd, 2018                         Share with your organization                                               - back to top - 

 
What’s new: To make sure all attendees see the most up-to-date event information, we’re changing how 
Google Calendar communicates event updates to meeting attendees who don’t use Google Calendar. 
Specifically, users who don’t use Calendar will now always be sent an email when an event is created, 
updated or deleted in Google Calendar. Previously, some calendar systems would not update these details 
without an email, meaning event information was sometimes outdated. This feature has been widely 
requested by customers to help keep event details up to date for all users. 
 
“Don’t send” option for Google Calendar users 
 
When you create or change an event, Google Calendar asks if you want to notify attendees. This choice will 
only apply to Google Calendar attendees. Regardless of what notification choice you make, Google Calendar 
attendees’ events will be kept up to date. 
 

 
 
We’ll also be making some changes to the Calendar API to support this feature. You can learn more about the 
new sendUpdates parameter in the Calendar API reference. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMOmyQC6cuY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMOmyQC6cuY
https://support.google.com/docs/answer/9109474
https://developers.google.com/calendar/v3/reference/events/insert#sendUpdates


 

 

 

Simple to use  
View emails from multiple accounts at once in the Gmail iOS app 

  Announced on October 30th, 2018     Share with your organization                                            - back to top - 

 
What’s new: You can view email from multiple accounts, be it your work or personal, G Suite or non-G Suite 
(even third-party IMAP accounts), in the Gmail iOS app. But you’ve traditionally needed to toggle between 
different inboxes to do so. To save you time, we’re now making it possible to view emails from multiple 
accounts in a single inbox on an iOS device—the same way you can with the Gmail Android app. 

 

 
 
To see emails from different accounts at one time, simply select the “All Inboxes” view from the left-hand side 
drawer. This will show all your emails in a single list, but don’t worry—no emails will be shared between your 
accounts. 
 

Easily add images and charts from other files to Google Docs and Slides 

  Announced on October 9th, 2018     Share with your organization                                            - back to top - 

 
What’s new: The Explore feature in Google Docs and Slides makes it simple to search for Google Drive files 
related to whatever you’re currently working on. With this launch, G Suite Basic, Business, and Enterprise 
users can view images and charts in those files—right from within the Explore panel—and insert them quickly 
and easily into their document or presentation. 
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Visit the Help Center for more information on how to use Explore in Google Docs and Slides. 
 

 
 

Vertical ruler improves table management in Google Docs 

  Announced on October 15th, 2018     Share with your organization                                    - back to top - 

 
What’s new: In response to user feedback, we’re adding a vertical ruler in Google Docs on the web that will 
help you manipulate tables and control the margins in headers and footers. 
 
Better table management with new vertical ruler  
 
When you’re using a table, you’ll see your table structure highlighted in a vertical ruler on the left side of the 
screen. The vertical ruler matches the horizontal ruler, which already exists and is a popular way to control 
cell width and margins. 
 
You can use the ruler to change the height of rows in the table. When you do so, you’ll see a guide telling you 
the specific height of the row so you can quickly format it to the specific size you want. You can also use it to 
control the vertical margins in headers and footers (see more details below). 
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https://support.google.com/docs/answer/2481802
https://support.google.com/docs/answer/7130307


 

New controls over header and footer layout  
 
We recently added new controls which let you specify the size of the margins in your header and footer. You 
can control the margins using the vertical ruler feature highlighted above or by using the interface pictured 
below. By controlling this spacing, you can make sure your document is formatted just as you want it. 
 

 
 

New header and footer margin options in Google Docs  
 
 

New interface for Activity dashboard in Google Docs, Sheets, and Slides 

  Announced on October 29th, 2018     Share with your organization                                    - back to top - 

 
What’s new: We’re updating the interface of Activity dashboard in the Google Docs editors. The options and 
settings available won’t change, but we hope the new interface makes it easier to find data and collaborate 
more effectively.  

 
See the new Activity dashboard UI 
 

 
 

“View time” in the new Activity dashboard interface 
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https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/2018/03/docs-activity-dashboard-launch.html


 
“Viewer trend” in the new Activity dashboard interface 

 

 
A comparison of the old and new Activity dashboard interfaces  

 
See our Help Center for more information on how to see the view history of your Google Docs, Sheets & 
Slides.  
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https://support.google.com/docs/answer/7378739
https://support.google.com/docs/answer/7378739


 

 

Business ready 

Delegate contact management in the new Google Contacts preview 

  Announced on October 31st, 2018                         Share with your organization                                           - back to top - 

 
What’s new: We’re adding the ability to delegate contact management to someone else in new Google 
Contacts (aka Contacts preview). When you delegate contact management, you give someone else the ability 
to edit or delete information in your personal contacts folder on your behalf. Any changes they make to those 
contacts will update in your Contacts. Customers will often use delegated contacts so administrative 
assistants can manage contacts for executives. 

 
This feature was previously available in old Contacts, but not in new Contacts (see below for more). If you use 
delegation in old Contacts, the delegation will still be active if you move to new Contacts. Contacts and 
contact delegation are no longer available through Gmail. 
 
 
Delegate access to your contacts 
 
You can invite someone else within your organization to manage your contacts through the new Contacts 
website at contacts.google.com. Once you’ve delegated access, the person you delegated to will be notified 
by email and will be able to add, edit, and delete contacts on your behalf.  
 
To see and change delegate access to your contacts, click on the Delegate access button in the product’s 
main navigation menu. See our Help Center to learn more about how to delegate your contacts.  
 

 
 
Accept delegation invitation and manage someone else’s contacts 
 
When someone delegates their contacts to you, you’ll get an email asking if you want to accept the request. If 
you accept, the contacts will appear in a new “Delegated contacts” section of the Contacts menu. You can 
add, edit, and delete someone else’s contacts the same way you can with your other contacts. If you want to 
stop managing these contacts, click Remove delegated contacts at the top of the page.  
 
See our Help Center to learn more about managing delegated contacts.  
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https://support.google.com/a/answer/6377091
https://support.google.com/a/answer/6377091
https://support.google.com/a/answer/6166309#gmail
https://contacts.google.com/
https://support.google.com/contacts/answer/2590392
https://support.google.com/contacts/answer/2590392


 

 
Delegated contacts appear in a separate section of Contacts 

 
 
 
Use the new Google Contacts 
 
If you haven’t already, you can launch new Contacts for your users. New Contacts (aka Contacts preview) was 
launched in 2015 and has many comparable features from old Contacts, with an updated interface and 
additional features that increase efficiency. If you’ve previously enabled new Contacts and a user has opted 
out, they can opt back in by looking for the link to “Try Contacts preview” in the left hand menu at 
contacts.google.com.   

 

 
A comparison of the old and new Google Contacts interface 

 

 

New Team Drives role and names, plus a migration update 

  Announced on October 10th, 2018                         Share with your organization                                           - back to top - 

 
What’s new: In September, we told you that a new “Content manager” role was coming soon to Team Drives. 
We also provided an optional role migration to help organizations take full advantage of the new role. See 
details of that announcement here. 
 
These changes are now starting to take effect. Along with the new role, we’ll also be updating the names of 
the existing Team Drives membership roles. This post contains more details on what to look for and what to 
expect as these changes roll out. 
 
Timeline for changes  
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https://support.google.com/a/answer/6377091
https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/2018/09/new-content-manager-role-in-team-drives.html
https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/2018/09/new-content-manager-role-in-team-drives.html


 

For Rapid Release domains, new names for roles in Team Drives started to roll out on October 10th, 2018. The 
new role and optional auto-migration started to roll out on October 15th, 2018. 
 
For Scheduled Release domains, new names for roles in Team Drives started to roll out on October 17th, 
2018. The new role started to roll out on October 22nd, 2018. The optional auto-migration will started on 
October 29th, 2018. 
 
New names for roles in Team Drives  
 
The existing roles for Team Drives memberships will get new names: 
 

● “Full access” will now be known as “Manager.”  
● “Edit access” will now be “Contributor.”  
● “Comment access” will now be “Commenter.”  
● “View access” will now be “Viewer.”  
● There will also be a new role, “Content manager.” See below for more details.  

 
See our Learning Center to see more about roles and permissions in Team Drives. 
 
New Content manager Team Drives role  
 
Users with the Content manager role will be able to edit, reorganize, and delete content in a Team Drive, but 
they won’t be able to modify Team Drive membership or settings. Content manager will replace “Full access” 
as the default role for new Team Drive members. 
 
We recommend that Drive File Stream users also make use of the Content manager role, as it will make it 
easier to manage Team Drive files through their computer’s file system or the Drive web interface. See our 
initial announcement for more details on the Content manager role. 
 
If opted in, auto-migration starts soon  
 
If you previously opted in, the migration to change users from “Edit access” to “Content manager” will take 
place soon. When the migration happens, users and admins will not be explicitly notified, but will be able to 
see the different role description when they look at their Team Drive membership. As a reminder, the 
migration will mean: 
 

● All individual users and groups in your organization who are members of Team Drives with “Edit 
access” will become “Content managers.”  

● External users who are members of Team Drives in your organization will not be migrated, unless they 
belong to a group that also contains internal users. If they belong to a group that also contains internal 
users and that group is a member of a Team Drive with “Edit access,” the group will be migrated and 
as a result those external users will have the Content manager role.  

 
Note: The window to opt in to the migration has now closed, and we can’t accept any additional migration 
requests. 
 
 
 
Update to the latest software versions to get the new features  
 
To make sure you get these features on all of your devices, make sure your apps are up to date. You should 
be using the following versions: 
 

● Google Drive app on Android - use version 2.18.372 or above.  
● Google Drive app on iOS - use version 4.2018.40 or above.  
● Google Drive File Stream - versions 27.1.49.1806 or above on Windows and 27.1.49.2230 or above on 

OSX.  
 
 

Alert center for G Suite generally available to help identify security threats 

  Announced on October 10th, 2018                         Admin feature                                                                     - back to top - 

 
What’s new: We’re making the alert center for G Suite generally available. The alert center provides a single, 
comprehensive view of essential security-related notifications, alerts, and actions across G Suite. The alert 
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https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/2018/09/new-content-manager-role-in-team-drives.html
https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/2018/09/new-content-manager-role-in-team-drives.html


center was previously available in beta and helps G Suite organizations detect threats and take action to 
mitigate them. 
 

 
 
Alert center provides a unified view of essential notifications  
 
The alert center brings together alerts on some of the most critical security concerns including account 
warnings, gmail phishing and malware, and device management. These alerts cover a number of scenarios.  
 
Account warning alerts: These will cover seven different scenarios, ranging from suspended accounts 
triggered due to suspicious activities to alerts on government-backed attacks. 
 
Gmail phishing and malware alerts: We leverage machine learning to identify threat indicators and uncover 
malware threats. We surface alerts for potentially malicious IP addresses, even if these are placed on your 
trusted whitelist. We’ll also show potential phishing events, including those messages that have been 
quarantined or delivered. 
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https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/2018/09/new-alert-center-essential-notifications-g-suite.html
https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/2018/08/control-government-backed-attack-alerts.html


 

Device management alerts: We look the various device attributes to determine if user device has been 
jailbroken or rooted. These alerts are surfaced, along with other device management alerts on suspicious 
device activity. 
 

 
 
Google operations alerts: The Google operations alert provides details about security and privacy issues that 
are affecting your organization's G Suite services. 
 
Alerts link to specific information and remediation steps  
 
For every alert, we include dedicated knowledge articles to help admins learn about the alert type. Where 
relevant, we also have links that admins can use to take actions to help remediate the threat. Links to these 
resources are accessible from the alert detail page within the Admin console. They can help admins take 
action right away to shield users and remediate incidents. 
 
 
 
 
 
Alert center builds on security center functionality  
 
The unified view that the alert center provides will help all G Suite admins manage alerts more efficiently, and 
provide insights that help them assess their organization's exposure to security issues at the domain and user 
levels. 
 
In addition, G Suite Enterprise edition domains can use the G Suite security center for integrated remediation 
of issues surfaced by alerts. From every alert in the alert center, admins at G Suite Enterprise domains will 
have a dedicated link that will trigger a pre-configured query in the investigation tool. This helps these admins 
go from detection to remediation with just a few clicks. 

 
 

Alerts for government-backed attacks sent by default starting October 10th 

  Announced on October 3rd, 2018                         Admin feature                                                                     - back to top - 

 
What’s new: In August, we launched the option for G Suite admins to receive a security alert if we believed 
their users were being targeted by a government-backed attack. At the time, admins had to explicitly enable 
these alerts. We heard that many admins weren’t aware of this alert and so weren’t receiving this critical 
information. As a result, we turned these alerts ON for most admins starting October 10th, 2018. 
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https://gsuite.google.com/products/admin/security-center/
https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/2018/09/g-suite-security-investigation-tool-GA.html
https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/2018/08/control-government-backed-attack-alerts.html
https://support.google.com/a/answer/9007870


 

 
 
Admins will receive a security alert if we believe their users are being targeted by a government-backed 
attack. 
 
You’ll still have the option to turn these alerts OFF by navigating to Reports > Manage alerts > 
Government-backed attack warning in the Admin console—or you can simply opt out any time you receive an 
alert email. 
 

 
You can disable these alerts in the Admin console. 

 
Note that if you previously enabled and then disabled these alerts, they will remain off.  
 
 

Export a CSV file of room insights data from the Admin console 

  Announced on October 22nd, 2018                         Admin feature                                                                  - back to top - 

 
What’s new: In August of this year, we announced the room insights dashboard in the Admin console. As a G 
Suite admin, you can use this dashboard to better understand how meeting resources are being used within 
your organization. 
 
We’ve heard from you that you’d like to export this helpful information in order to further analyze it. That’s why 
we’re now adding an option for you to export the raw data for your selected rooms and timeframe from the 
dashboard as a CSV file. 
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https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/2018/08/manage-meeting-rooms-efficiently.html


 
 

The downloaded file will include: 
 

● Building 
● Floor 
● Resource name 
● Capacity 
● Total hours the room was booked 
● Average booking rate 
● Average occupancy rate 
● Booking distribution bucket (for example, rooms in the “Overbooked (8+hrs)” bucket were booked 

more than 8 hours every day) 
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Check out the Help Center for more information on how your meeting rooms are used. 
 
 
 
 
 

Get Google sign-in prompts on all of your phones 

  Announced on October 8th, 2018                         Share with your organization                                                - back to top - 

 
What’s new: Instead of using a 2-Step Verification code to sign in to your G Suite account, you can tap a 
prompt that Google sends to your phone. This prompt is an easier and even more secure way of 
authenticating your account, and it respects mobile policies enforced on G Suite employee devices. 
 
Until now, in order to receive Google prompts on a new device, you had to explicitly approve that phone when 
you first signed in with your G Suite account. With this launch, however, you can opt to get Google prompts on 
all of your devices automatically. 
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https://support.google.com/a/answer/9025587
https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/185839
https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/7026266


 

 
 
To get Google sign-in prompts on all of your phones, visit the 2-Step Verification page in My Account. 

 
 
 
 
 

Grant delegate access to Gmail using the Gmail API 

  Announced on October 2nd, 2018                         Admin feature                                                                    - back to top - 

 
What’s new: We recently announced that we’re extending the Gmail API to bring G Suite developers new ways 
to manage the Gmail delegate settings of users in G Suite. These new features will allow G Suite admins to 
authorize apps that can then add, view, and delete Gmail delegates within their organizations. 
 
Once set up, a Gmail delegate can read, send, and delete messages, as well as view and add contacts, on 
behalf of another user in their organization. For example, an admin can now use the Gmail API to grant an 
administrative assistant access to the Gmail of an executive they work with. 
 
You can read more about these capabilities in our post on the G Suite blog. 
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https://myaccount.google.com/signinoptions/two-step-verification
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/g-suite/new-ways-to-manage-delegate-settings-using-the-gmail-api
https://developers.google.com/gmail/api/
https://developers.google.com/gmail/api/guides/delegate_settings
https://developers.google.com/gmail/api/guides/delegate_settings
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/g-suite/new-ways-to-manage-delegate-settings-using-the-gmail-api


 

 

Email Settings API shut down on October 16, 2019 

  Announced on October 10th, 2018                         Admin feature                                                                   - back to top - 

 
What’s new: In 2016, we announced the deprecation of the Email Settings API in the Admin SDK and 
encouraged people to use the Gmail API instead. This is a reminder that we’re planning to turn down the Email 
Settings API on October 16, 2019, at which point any requests to the API will fail. 
 
We recommend using the Gmail API, which has replacements for most Email Settings API endpoints. This 
includes the ability to manage Gmail delegate settings, which just launched earlier this month. 
 
Please note that the Web Clips and General Settings features don’t have replacements in the Gmail API; a 
replacement for the Language Settings feature is planned for Q1 2019. 
 
If you haven’t done so already, we suggest migrating to the Gmail API as soon as possible. You can use this 
guide to help you transition. 
 
 
 
 
 

Manage your Jamboard fleet directly from the Admin console 

  Announced on October 8th, 2018                         Admin feature                                                                      - back to top - 

 
What’s new:  You can now manage your Jamboards, along with your users and other devices, all in one place. 
We’re moving Jamboard fleet management and administration into the Admin console under Device 
Management > Jamboards. This move creates a more consistent and intuitive resource management 
experience for G Suite admins. 
 

 
 
This replaces the Jamboard Admin console, but all of its functionality to provision, deprovision, and see 
device health is still available and all of its settings will be preserved. We’ve also added new features like 
filtering for improved searching, pagination, and a refresh button. 
 
Visit the Help Center for more information on viewing, modifying, and updating settings for your Jamboard in 
the Jamboard Admin console. 
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https://gsuite-developers.googleblog.com/2016/07/gmail-api-new-endpoints-for-settings.html
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New settings and connectivity logs improve Jamboard fleet management 

  Announced on October 22nd, 2018                         Admin feature                                                                   - back to top - 

 
What’s new: We’re adding new Jamboard logs to the Admin console. These will give G Suite admins better 
visibility into the status of their Jamboards, as well as what actions have been taken on them. We hope this 
will help you better manage your fleet of Jamboards and better diagnose and fix any issues you have with 
them. 
 
Easily access logs of Jamboard actions  
 
Logs will be displayed with simple descriptions, and admins will be able to search within and filter these logs 
to quickly see important information about the status of their Jamboards. The logs will include: 
 

● Recent changes to Jamboard settings, such as device name, location, screensaver timeout, device 
updates, and more  

● For recent settings changes, who made the changes, as well as both the old and new value (where 
possible)  

 
Following our previous announcement that we’ve moved Jamboard fleet management to the G Suite Admin 
console, these logs will be in the G Suite Admin console at Home > Reporting > Audit. 
 

 
 
Pinpoint and fix Jamboard issues  
 
This information can help admins: 
 
Diagnose issues: For example, if a Jamboard is offline, an admin can review the logs to see when it went 
offline and see when the device was last rebooted. This can help you narrow down and fix the possible cause 
of the connectivity issues more quickly. 
 
Save time: For example, if a Jamboard user reports an unhelpful change or is experiencing an issue, admins 
will be able to see when recent on-device settings were changed. This could help narrow down the issue and 
track admin actions taken for the board, which helps avoid duplicating any steps that have already been tried. 
 
See our Help Center for more information on how to manage Jamboards. 
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Securely log in to Hangouts Chat desktop apps with SSO or security keys 

  Announced on October 18th, 2018                         Share with your organization                                                         - back to top - 

 
What’s new: We’re improving the Hangouts Chat sign in process to support using Single-Sign-On (SSO) and 
security keys within our native MacOS and Windows apps. These authentication options were previously only 
available for Chat on the web. 
 
With SSO, employees can use the same, easy sign-in process for Chat that they use to access all of their 
enterprise cloud applications after signing in just one time. 
 
For admins who have required that their users have 2-step verification enabled, this requirement will now 
apply to Chat desktop apps as well. 
 
 
 

An update on the GData Admin Settings API shutdown 

  Announced on October 30th, 2018                         Admin feature                                                                 - back to top - 

 
What’s new: Last year, we announced that we’re shutting down the GData Admin Settings API on October 31, 
2018. As previously communicated, the following features will be shut down or replaced on that date: 
 

Admin 
Settings API 

Endpoint  Replacement (if any) 

General 
settings 

/defaultLanguage  Directory API: Customers 

/organizationName  Directory API: Customers 

/currentNumberOfUsers  no replacement / discontinued 

/maximumNumberOfUsers  no replacement / discontinued 

Account 
settings 

/accountInformation/supportPIN  no replacement / discontinued 

/accountInformation/customerPIN  no replacement / discontinued 

/accountInformation/adminSecondaryEmail  Directory API: Customers 

/accountInformation/edition  no replacement / discontinued 

/accountInformation/creationTime  Directory API: Customers 

/accountInformation/countryCode  Directory API: Customers 

Appearance 
settings 

All endpoints  no replacement / discontinued 

Verification 
settings 

All endpoints  no replacement from Google / any 
publicly available domain 
verification APIs can be used 

 
Single Sign-on (SSO) settings and Gateway and routing settings features not yet shutting down 
 

  We’re still working on replacements for the following features: 
 

● Single Sign-on (SSO) settings (all endpoints) 
● Gateway and routing settings (all endpoints) 

 
Monitor the G Suite Updates blog to learn about these replacements when they launch. Note that we’ll 
continue to support these features for at least 12 months after their replacements become available. 
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Automatically provision users with two additional apps 

  Announced on October 29th, 2018                         Admin feature                                                                 - back to top - 

 
What’s new: When auto-provisioning is enabled for a supported third-party application, any users created, 
modified, or deleted in G Suite are automatically added, edited, or deleted in the third-party application as well. 
This feature is highly popular with admins, as it removes the overhead of managing users across multiple 
third-party SaaS applications. 

 
We’ve heard continued positive feedback from admins, so we’re adding auto-provisioning support for two new 
applications:  
 

● Bonusly 
● Klipfolio  

 
Customers with G Suite Business, Enterprise, and Education editions, as well as Cloud Identity Premium, can 
enable user auto-provisioning in all supported applications. Customers with G Suite Basic, Government, and 
Nonprofit editions can configure auto-provisioning for up to three applications from the supported list.  
 
For more information on how to set up auto-provisioning, check out the Help Center. 
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Learn more about G Suite 
Cloud Connect Community: The official community for G Suite admins 

   Admin resource                                                                                                                                               - back to top - 

 

 

Sign in today: Cloud Connect is your one stop shop 
for resources to make your work with G Suite easier. 
Sign in today to discuss best practices, ask 
questions, and communicate with your peers and 
Googlers. Don’t miss out!  

Follow G Suite on Social 

   Admin resource                                                                                                                                                            - back to top - 

 

Connect with us: Follow G Suite on social media to get news, product tips, and other helpful information: 

 
Follow @gsuite on Twitter 

 
Like G Suite on Facebook (@gsuitebygoogle) 

 
Follow us on Google+ 

 
Follow us on LinkedIn 

  Subscribe to our YouTube channel 

 

What’s New for G Suite Admins videos 

   Admin resource                                                                                                                                                            - back to top - 

 

 

What’s new: The What’s New for G Suite Admins videos 
provide a recap of all of the features we've released in the 
past month that are relevant to G Suite Admins, so you can 
watch and share them whenever you want. 
 

How it works: Bookmark the playlist on YouTube and check 
back each month for updates.  

 
Thanks for checking out our newsletter! We’d really appreciate your thoughts on how we can make this work 

best for you. 
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